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Honor to Whom Honor Deserves
With gala and a majestic ceremony, gives the Latin American Doctoral faculty the most important in an atmosphere of
solemnity and reverence, the Assembly of representatives of the City of Mexico headquarters, dressed Gala on December 2,
2017 to receive distinguished nominees to the Doctor Honoris Causa, for to the Doctoral Iberoamericano faculty it gives the
most distinguished leaders in the world and their examples of society.
The ceremony was directed by most Honorable Dr. Arturo Cruz Cabrera, President of the Fundacion de Liderazco Hoy
accompanied by the distinguished Rafael Jesus Caraveo Opengo, honorary doctorate, in the Assembly of representatives, City
of Mexico and Doctorates representative of the Republic of Mexico, Gaudencio Chávez Hernández, José F. Niño, Mario Omar
Gurrola Martínez, Álvaro Bocanegra Landeras, Hugo Rodríguez Carmona, Ismael Aguilar López, Ángel Darío Sánchez Tinajero,
Ethel Velázquez Jaimes, David Augusto Fragoso Ortíz, Víctor Hugo Gutiérrez Yáñez, Aidé Reynoso Castro, Alfonso Yáñez
Moreno, Carlos Valdés Martín, Ana Lucía Gual Alcántara, Laura Ciprian Hernández, Graciela Zapata Moreno, Óscar Javier
Chavarría Hidalgo y Pedro Cuauhtémoc Morán Figueroa.
Together honor was placed on the different values that the Ibero-American Doctoral promotes to stimulate the commitment
of those who are awarded with such an important recognition.
Beginning the list of Doctorate Recognition is Micaela (Mickie) Solorio Luna, City Councilwoman with the City of Hollister,
California and a woman characterized by compassion and principles in defending Human Rights, whose work speaks volumes
of a constant and arduous dedication to society, our youth and the Mexican community. A former national officer with the
League of United Latin American Citizens, and member of numerous community service organizations whose purpose is to
promote justice, equality, and the best of opportunities for citizens in her Country and beyond.
Also on the list of leading personalities who were also honored with this recognition are the producer and cinematographer
Mark de Mattei, California, Philanthropist, Entrepreneur and visionary in Technology; Entrepreneur Marcus Duron; President
and CEO of Rocky Duron & Associates; The president of the Mexican-United States Chamber of Commerce, José Encarnación
García Torres; The Spaniard Alejandro Durán Raña, founder of the home of the Girls of Tláhuac; Municipal Attorney María
del Socorro Balderas Ortiz; The founding president of the Mexican Association of Public Accountants, Antonio Limón López;
The founder of the Benemérito Institute of Juridical Sciences in Puebla, Juan José García Amores; The Legal Advisor of the
Jessed Social Foundation, Celia Cruz Mauricio; the Teacher and Researcher of the Mexican Tax Academy, Julián Reyes
González; The founder of Millenium Business Center, Arturo Avila Perez; The General General Coordinator of the Department
of Works of the Autonomous University of Campeche, Víctor Jesús Cen Paredes; The young woman Ligia Rodríguez Mejía who
is a Teacher in Human Rights; The entrusted prosecutor in the Business Consultancy of Campeche, Rosa Esmeralda Toraya
Sosa; The Auditor and Tax Accountant, Madai de los Ángel Campos Narváez; Medical Surgeon Antonio Medina López; and
Civil Engineer Manuel Salvador Sánchez Núñez

During the ceremony the “Page of their Life” was read to each of them, emphasizing the reasons why they were nominated
to such an important recognition and for which today they are recognized with one of the most important awards of the
world. The Ibero-American Doctoral faculty is present in 17 countries, consisting of 20 Universities and more than 100
associations and foundations that support it as the most important path in Mexico.
The Honorary Doctorate Degree award is given to men and women who, for their leadership and human quality, have worked
to compensate the social fabric and make the world at their fingertips a better place to live. It is the highest distinction that
can be granted in honor of the professional work of a worthy cause as a recognition of social merit.
The great event continued with a triple hug to each doctorate and the delivery of clothing that, simulating a coronation, did
the already doctors of the Honorary Cause carefully placing the cape, gloves, the medallion and the CAP that distinguish a
Doctor Honoris Cause, knowing that this decoration not only exalts the person who receives it but also commits it to serve
their fellows. The recognition was delivered from Dr. Arturo Cruz Cabrera, who called on the new doctors to continue working
for human development.
Once the solemn decoration was made, it gave way to the delivery of the National Leadership Award, recognized by the
Mexican governmental authorities, which gives the Fundacion Liderazco Hoy to those doctors who, for their projects of
development, social vision , talent and merits of leader, deserve their work to be recognized.
Dr. César Torres Morales, Dr. Gaudencio Chávez Hernández, Dr. Miguel Ángel Vega García and Dr. Sergio Raúl Jara Vargas
were the leaders who were presented this deserved recognition on December 2, at the end of the ceremony, for their
tireless work that benefits the whole country in different areas of knowledge.
A reception in honor of the Doctorate recipients was held in the Sala de Benito Juarez, Palacio Municipal at the Zocalo
where family, friends and dignitaries gathered to Congratulate the new Doctorates of Honoris Causa.
Felicitaciones Dra. Mickie Solorio Luna!
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“El éxito trata de crear valor”.
Candice Carpenter.

